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Purpose:

" Brief the NRC (Leadership, Containment and Ventilation Branch,
other related Branches, and Licensing PMs) on potential
upcoming LAR/Topical Report submittals and the related
technical matters.

" Technical details are being provided prior to LAR submittal to:

1. Share current information with the NRC staff

2. Identify topics needing follow-on discussions

3. Assist the NRC in determining resource needs
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* This

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

meeting will provide:
Background of topic

Status of issue resolution
Description of the potential technical changes and
challenges

General description of the potential licensing impact
Estimated NRC submittal time
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" Containment Peak Pressure Reanalysis

* Main Control Room Dose

" Main Control Room Heat Up

" Hydrogen Igniter Additions

" Hydrogen Venting in the PXS Compartment

" Containment Debris (Status Update)

• Westinghouse
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Background

" Chapter 6 containment response analyses is proposed to
be updated for the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and
steamline break (SLB) events to reflect the finalized
detailed design
- WGOTHIC updates to reflect design finalization
- There has been an extensive requantification of heat sinks

" As part of re-analysis, Westinghouse is proposing a
simplification of WCAP-1 5846 to focus on analyses
methodology

• Westinghouse
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Status
" Analyses model updates are complete and associated

calculations are in process to support a LAR
" Preliminary results indicate a decrease in peak containment

pressure
Potential Technical Changes
* Updated analyses model to include additional design details and

incorporate changes associated with design finalization
- 29% increase in total quantified metal volume inside containment

Potential Licensing Impact
* Tier 1, Tier 2*, Tier 2, and Tech Spec changes to reflect updated

containment model and analysis results
Estimated NRC Submittal Time

lstQuarter2015
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Background
* During an accident, dose in the Main Control Room (MCR) is maintained

below GDC 19 limits by operation of Nuclear Island Nonradioactive
Ventilation (VBS) or MCR Emergency Habitability (VES)

* FSAR Tier 2 Section 6.4 and 15.6 contain licensing basis summary of
calculations for operator doses considering post-accident conditions

" Westinghouse self-identified discrepancies in the underlying
calculations as part of an analyses update
- Contribution from direct radiation and skyshine radiation required

updating
- Analyses did not account for filter shine radiation
- System actuation setpoints need revision to account for additional

release scenarios to prevent the potential for exceeding GDC 19 limits

® Westinghouse
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Status
• Revised analyses is being completed and will be incorporated into

a LAR
Potential Technical Changes
" Shielding is being implemented for main control room filters
" VES Filter efficiency for organic iodine increased to 90% (within

RG 1.52)
" Revised VES and VBS actuation setpoints
Potential Licensing Impact
* Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tech Spec changes are required to reflect

updated dose contributors, setpoints, and analyses results
Estimated NRC Submittal Time
9 2nd Quarter 2015

(* Westinghouse
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Background

" The MCR bulk air temperature must remain at or below
95°F dry bulb during VES operating time 72 hour operation
- This is a Licensing, Human Factors and Equipment

Qualification limit

" The MCR bulk air temperature must remain at or below 115
'F dry bulb during post-72 hour operation
- This is a Licensing and Equipment Qualification limit

" The MCR size and the quantity of equipment in the MCR
has increased

• Westinghouse
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Status
* MCR Heat Up analysis is being performed. LAR is expected.
Potential Technical Changes
* Addition of an automatic, safety-related, MCR heat load de-

energization scheme
Potential Licensing Impact
" Update heat loads in Tier 1 Table 2.2.5-4
" Additional Tech Spec Surveillance Requirements to support

initial conditions assumed in the analysis
" Supporting Tier 2 changes
Estimated NRC Submittal Time
* Under development

• Westinghouse
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Background

* The hydrogen igniters are a subsystem of the Containment Hydrogen

Control System (VLS)

* Current design uses 64 igniters distributed throughout containment to

provide global hydrogen control for beyond design basis accidents

* Current system design meets the design requirements of 10 CFR
50.34(f) and 50.44 which requires global hydrogen concentrations to be
kept below 10% volume assuming 100% fuel clad melt

* Analysis using current placement of the 64 igniters throughout
containment has shown that the global hydrogen concentration will not
exceed 10% volume

®Westinghouse
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Background
* In the event that hydrogen is vented into the In-Reactor Water

Storage Tank (IRWST), the IRWST is designed to open at a low
pressure and vent hydrogen through roof vents located near the
Steam Generator Wall

* DCD/UFSAR Table 6.2.4-6 provides criteria for placement of igniters. One
of these criteria states:
- In locations where the potential hydrogen release location can be

defined (i.e. above the IRWST spargers, at IRWST vents, etc) igniter
coverage is provided as close to the source as feasible

* Therefore, additional igniters are proposed near IRWST vents
Status
o The LAR is currently being drafted

® Westinghouse
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Potential Technical Changes
" To ensure hydrogen is burned at the exit of the IRWST vents,

igniters are proposed to be placed at the vent exits
" This would enhance the capability of the system to control local

hydrogen accumulation

Potential Licensing Impact
* Tier 1 and Tier 2 changes to reflect the new number of hydrogen

igniters and clarify minimum surface temperature of the igniters

Estimated NRC Submittal Time
* Estimated LAR submittal within the next 6 months

• Westinghouse
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Background
* The design of the Chemical and Volume Control (CVS) and

Passive Core Cooling (PXS) compartments (Rooms 11206
& 11207) allows for venting of hydrogen into the Core
Makeup Tank rooms above

* During a beyond-design-basis accident involving a DVI line
break and failure of 3/4 ADS Stage 4 valves to open,
openings in the ceiling of Room 11206 are credited for
venting hydrogen away from the containment vessel

* Two vent paths exist from room 11206 (PXS-A)
-24 ft2 hatch is the primary opening from the PXS-A compt
- CMT discharge penetration is --3 ft2 (11% of the total vent

area) and is closer than 19 ft from the containment shell

• Westinghouse
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Background

Table 2.3.9-3
Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Anahlses Acceptance Criteria

3. The VLS provides the nonsafety- i) Inspection for the number of i) At least 64 hydrogen igniters are
related function to control the igniters will be performed, provided inside containment at the
containment hydrogen locations specified in Table 2.3.9-2.
concentration for beyond design n) Operabiity testing will be ii) The surface te ture of the
basis accidents. )Oeaiiytsigilbe i)Tesraetprtueothperformed on the igniters, igniter exceeds 17001F

in) An inspection of the as-built iii) The mini"" distance between
containment internal structures the primary openings through the

will be performed. ceilings of the passive core cooling
system valve/accimnlator rooms
(11206, 11207) and the containment
shell is at least 19 feet. primary
openings are those that constiute
9Me of the opening area. Other
openings through the ceilings of these
rooms nmst be at least 3 feet from the
containment sheU.

iv) An inspection will be iv) The discharge from each of these
performed of the as-built IRWST IRWST vents is oriented generally
vents that are located in the roof away from the containment shell.
of the IRWST along the side of the
IRWST next to the containment
shell.

t Westinghouse
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Status
* Supporting analysis is in the process of being updated that

demonstrates containment integrity during postulated hydrogen
venting from PXS-A

Potential Technical Changes
* LAR will identify location of core makeup tank and equipment

hatch openings relative to containment in room 11206 and
-conclude they support beyond-design-basis hydrogen venting

Potential Licensing Impact
* Tier 1 and Tier 2 changes to reflect credited PXS A vent paths and

updated analyses
Estimated NRC Submittal Time

1 1stQuarter2015

• Westinghouse
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Background:
Two issues related to controlling containment debris:

1. Non-MRI - Jet Impingement and Submergence Testing to demonstrate specified
nonmetallic reactor vessel insulation as a "Suitable Equivalent" to metallic
reflective insulation (MRI)

2. Containment Debris - Cable and other components within AP1 000 containment
have been identified as potential sources of particulate and fiber debris during a
LOCA.

" Jet Impingement Testing will establish acceptable "Zone of Influence" for cables, and will
factor into a revised Containment Debris Evaluation.

" Controlling containment debris is important to assure long term core cooling.

Status
* Submergence testing of non-MRI is complete and awaiting analysis of results
* Jet impingement testing of cables is complete; non-MRI is in progress
• Post testing assessments will include characterizing cable debris, evaluating the need for

screen testing, and revising the containment debris analysis

SWestinghouse
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Potential Technical Changes
* Engineering design changes to mitigate some debris sources

Potential Licensing Impact

* Non-MRI Suitable Equivalency Determination and Containment Debris Evaluation will be
submitted as Topical Reports. Related Licensing changes include:

1. Non-MRI - Potential change to Tier 2 wording to clarify design of Reactor Vessel
Insulation

2. Containment Debris - Expected modification to Tier 2* requirement which states
no fiber sources in containment and addition of Tier 2 information for Cable ZOI

Estimated NRC Submittal Time

* Expected Topical Report Submittal timeframe:
1. Non-MRI - late October 2014
2. Containment Debris - January 2015
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Questions?

(*) Westinghouse
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